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Exclusive jewellery designer Bish Bosh Becca is launching a new charm bracelets
(http://www.bishboshbecca.co.uk/bracelets/personalised-charm-bracelets) range that combines a golden
chain and charms with black or white fresh water pearls.
This affordable bracelet is the ideal accessory for every occasion, from a dress down outing to your
wedding day, when just a little bit of glamour is required to complete your perfect look.

When it comes to choosing your favourite mix of pearls and golden charms the choice is yours. white
pearls
(http://www.bishboshbecca.co.uk/bracelets/personalised-charm-bracelets/details/801/109/bracelets/personalised-charm-brace
will give that timeless classic look. For those who like to indulge their darker side, the black pearl
(http://www.bishboshbecca.co.uk/bracelets/personalised-charm-bracelets/details/800/109/bracelets/personalised-charm-brace
and golden charms will give you a sophisticated combination.

The eclectic mix of gold plated and gold coloured charms
(http://www.bishboshbecca.co.uk/bracelets/personalised-charm-bracelets/details/802/109/bracelets/personalised-charm-brace
include: hearts; stars; fish; skulls; peace sign; fairies and doves. Each charm can be individually mixed
and matched or moved around, as they all come with small lobster trigger clasps that attach to the
bracelet. You can buy these individually or buy the whole collection of nine charms at a reduced price.
Wear the charms that reflect your mood!
If you thought freshwater pearls were out of your price range, think again. The basic version of the
bracelet includes a dragonfly and pearl charm for only £27. Additional charms can be purchased from £2
each.
To match your brand new bracelet you might want to have a look at our fabulous range of pearl jewellery
which includes:
rings (http://www.bishboshbecca.co.uk/rings), earrings (http://www.bishboshbecca.co.uk/earrings/pearl),
bracelets (http://www.bishboshbecca.co.uk/bracelets), necklaces
(http://www.bishboshbecca.co.uk/necklaces) and pendants
(http://www.bishboshbecca.co.uk/necklaces/pendants)
Bish Bosh Becca also has a range of jewellery in miniature just for little girls. Our children’s
jewellery (http://www.bishboshbecca.co.uk/childrens) makes a special present for a little princess. They
are also the perfect gifts at Christenings, birthdays, or as a thank you to flower girls.
About Bish Bosh Becca:
Bish Bosh Becca has a collection of unique and affordable jewellery featuring sterling silver, gemstones
and freshwater pearls. Each piece is made by hand in Somerset by designer/maker Sarah-Jane Hill.
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For more information and orders contact Sarah-Jane on 07974 069245.
Email us at info@bishboshbecca.co.uk or visit http://www.bishboshbecca.co.uk
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